


Choreography, Sandra Cerny Minton, Human Kinetics, 2007, 0736064761, 9780736064767, 164
pages. Choreography: A Basic Approach Using Improvisation is the complete guide to
understanding the entire process of choreography, from concept to stage production. Thousands of
dancers and dance instructors have used the first two editions of this book to solve common
challenges in choreography, improvise movement phrases, expand movements into dances, and
organize dances into complete productions and concerts.This updated edition includes examples of
how today's multimedia technology can be used to enhance choreography with special lighting
effects, slide and PowerPoint projections, virtual dance performances, video conferencing, and
motion capture. Each chapter contains movement exploration exercises, review and reflection
questions, and application challenges that will help readers develop a better understanding of the
choreographic concepts provided. And more than 70 high-quality photos provide a visual frame of
reference and clarify key concepts. Choreography: A Basic Approach Using Improvisation bridges
the theoretical and practical aspects of the choreographic process. It is an excellent reference for
serious dancers, choreographers, dance instructors, and teachers who want to understand the
creative process of transforming movement into dance.. 
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Dance about Anything , Marty Sprague, Helene Scheff, Susan McGreevy-Nichols, 2006, Education,
208 pages. 'helps k-12 teachers learn the creative processs for developing movement and dance
around a theme -- and how to integrate dance with other subjects.' --cover p.[4].

Basic concepts in modern dance a creative approach, Gay Cheney, Aug 1, 1989, Performing Arts,
115 pages. Dance students are introduced to the basic elements of movement, improvisation,
choreography, and performance through discussions and exercises that encourage learning.

Scene design and stage lighting , Wilford Oren Parker, R. Craig Wolf, Dick Block, 2003, Performing
Arts, 652 pages. SCENE DESIGN AND STAGE LIGHTING, Eighth Edition, continues its tradition of
being the most detailed and comprehensive text available in the scenic and lighting design and ....

Dance Composition A Practical Guide to Creative Success in Dance Making, Jacqueline M.
Smith-Autard, Aug 3, 2010, Performing Arts, 248 pages. Dancing..

Razzle Dazzle The Life and Work of Bob Fosse, Kevin Boyd Grubb, 1991, , 292 pages. Profiles the
controversial choreographer whose innovative, sexually charged dance routines shock theatergoers
and largely mirrored his own frenetic personal life.

Anyone can produce plays with kids the absolute basics of staging your own at-home, in-school,
round-the-neighborhood plays, L. E. McCullough, 1998, Performing Arts, 168 pages. Anyone Can
Produce Plays with Kids gives you the absolute basics required to stage your own plays at home, in
school, and in your community for parents and teachers who have ....

The lighting art the aesthetics of stage lighting design, Richard H. Palmer, 1985, Performing Arts,
237 pages. A basic text for advanced courses in Lighting Design in Theatre departments. New
edition reorganizes material, adds coverage on instrumentation and control, and provides new ....

Choreographing from Within Developing the Habit of Inquiry as an Artist, Diana F. Green, 2010,
Education, 305 pages. "Choreographing From Within: Developing a Habit of Inquiry as an Artist"
presents an inquiry-based approach to creating movement. Students explore the elements of
energy, space ....

Building Dances , Susan McGreevy-Nichols, Helene Scheff, Marty Sprague, 2005, Performing Arts,
162 pages. "The book is accompanied by a unique deck of Deal a Dance cards that provide
movement examples and ideas that students can try out right away. These cards are excellent
hands ....

Dance Imagery for Technique and Performance , Eric N. Franklin, 1996, Performing Arts, 257
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pages. Franklin provides 583 imagery exercises to improve dance technique, artistic expression and
performance. More than 160 illustrations highlight the images, and the exercises can ....

The Fish's Eye Essays About Angling and the Outdoors, Ian Frazier, Mar 1, 2003, Sports &
Recreation, 176 pages. Celebrating the author's passion for fishing, fish, and the aquatic realm, and
capturing the entire angling experience, a profound collection of essays, spanning twenty years ....

Dancers Talking Dance Critical Evaluation in the Choreography Class, Larry Lavender, Jan 1, 1996,
Performing Arts, 149 pages. Learn how to formulate critical responses to the dances you see,
create, and perform. In Dancers Talking Dance, author Larry Lavender outlines the five-step
ORDER approach to ....

Choreography: A Basic Approach Using Improvisation is the complete guide to understanding the
entire process of choreography, from concept to stage production. Thousands of dancers and dance
instructors have used the first two editions of this book to solve common challenges in
choreography, improvise movement phrases, expand movements into dances, and organize dances
into complete productions and concerts.

This updated edition includes examples of how today's multimedia technology can be used to
enhance choreography with special lighting effects, slide and PowerPoint projections, virtual dance
performances, video conferencing, and motion capture. Each chapter contains movement
exploration exercises, review and reflection questions, and application challenges that will help
readers develop a better understanding of the choreographic concepts provided. And more than 70
high-quality photos provide a visual frame of reference and clarify key concepts.

Choreography: A Basic Approach Using Improvisation bridges the theoretical and practical aspects
of the choreographic process. It is an excellent reference for serious dancers, choreographers,
dance instructors, and teachers who want to understand the creative process of transforming
movement into dance.

Sandra Cerny Minton, PhD, was professor and dance director at the University of Northern Colorado
from 1972 to 1998. She is now a dance specialist in the public schools. Her other books include
Modern Dance: Body & Mind (1991), Dance Mind & Body (2003), and Preventing Dance Injuries
(2005), on which she served as a coeditor. Dr. Minton's research has focused on dance teachers'
behaviors, the role of imagery in teaching dance, and the effects of dance on students' self-esteem
and creative thinking. This research has been published in several juried journals. In 1999, Dr
Minton was selected as the National Dance Association Artist/Scholar, and in 2001 she taught in
Finland as a Fulbright Scholar.

I found this book very helpful! This book has photos of stage dos & don'ts, and covers everything
from movement exploration, to how lighting and costumes effect the dance. Everything from coming
up with the dance, to auditioning other dancers to stage set up, to performance is covered. This is a
"hands-on" book, with lots of exercises for the dancer to play with. In the rear of the book is forms
and checklists that will help make choreography and booking a lot easier. Well written out, and lots
of photos to illistrate the writer's meaning. Since in dance, a picture IS worth a 1,000 words.

Wonderful purchase; it was crisp and clear, excellent quality, shipped in a very convenient amount
of time and was such a great discount as well. I highly recommend this product to everyone seeking
to learn more about choreography. I'm very impressed. I will definitely order from this seller again!
Well done.

This reader-friendly text bridges the theoretical and practical aspects of the choreographic process.
Whether you`re a beginning choreographer or a dance teacher new to choreography, you`ll learn
how to solve common choreography problems, design and shape movements into a dance, and
organize a dance concert.The book features 63 movement exploration exercises that take you from
dance making to preparing for a performance. More than 56 photographs highlight and clarify



important concepts. This second edition also includes these helpful features that will guide you
through the entire choreographic process:- Movement exploration and improvisation exercises-
Ideas for organizing rehearsal schedules- Suggestions for blocking, costuming, and lighting-
Sources for music and equipment- Tips for selecting accompaniment- Review questions- Forms and
checklists- Glossary of choreographic terms- Suggested readings>Choreography: A Basic Approach
Using Improvisation> also addresses three of the seven National Dance Content Standards:
understanding choreographic principles, creating and communicating meaning, and using critical
and creative thinking skills. It`s an excellent resource for teachers who are responsible for
implementing these standards and dance enthusiasts who want to enrich their choreographic
expertise.

This reader-friendly text bridges the theoretical and practical aspects of the choreographic process.
Whether readers are experienced or new to choreography, they will learn how to solve common
choreography problems, design and shape movements into a dance and organise a concert. This
third edition has been updated, including additional resources and new features that will guide
readers through the entire choreography process. This new edition continues to be an excellent
resource for teachers who are responsible for implementing standards and dance enthusiasts who
want to enrich their choreographic experiences. The key benefits to this new edition are numerous
but include ready to use practical forms, checklists and assessments.

Sandra Cerny Minton co-ordinates the dance programme at the University of Northern Colorado
(UNC) in Greeley. She has taught and choreographed dance for more than 25 years and directed
numerous concerts. Minton has been an active member of the Colorado Dance Alliance, the US
National Dance Association and the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance, for which she was publications director for two years. She has also devoted her energy
to scholarship and grant writing at UNC. Minton earned her master's degree in dance education
from the University of California at Los Angeles and earned her PhD in dance and related arts from
the Texas Woman's University. She has written numerous articles, a book chapter and other books
on dance choreography, as well as presenting at conferences across North America.
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The Nile is the ideal place for all your reading needs! With fast shipping, low prices, friendly service
and over 1,000,000 in stock titles - you're bound to find the book, movie or music you want, at a
price you'll love! And better yet, we're based in here in Australia â€“ providing you with all the
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